6W - R20SR, UA0SC, UA0SE and UA0SW will be active on all bands and modes as homecalls/6W from Senegal on 17-28 March (QSL via home calls, direct or bureau). They will participate in the RDXC and CQ WW WPPX SSB contests as 6V7D (QSL via UA0SE, direct or bureau). [TNX R20SR]

9A - Anica 9A7SSY, Franjo 9A2MF, Daki 9A2WJ and Emir 9A6AA will be active as 9A1WFF from the various protected areas located on the island of Pag (EU-170) on 11-13 March. QSL via 9A6AA. [TNX The Golist]

9N - Ernst, DK7AN (9N7AN) will be active from Dhulikhel, Nepal starting on 16 March. Activity will be casual and limited to 40, 30, 20 and 17 metres. Ten days later he will be joined by Heinz-Josef DK5WL, Georg DL4SVA and Franz DL9GFB, and the group will operate CW, SSB, RTTY, and PSK31 on 160-10 metres as 9N7AN (and on 2 metres EME as 9N7WL) until 8 April. QSL 9N7AN via DL4SVA and 9N7WL via DK5WL, direct, bureau and LoTW. Further information can be found at www.160m.de/9N7AN/index.html

CN - Mat, MJ0ASP will be active as CN2MR from Morocco on 14-21 March. He will operate CW on 40-10 metres, with an emphasis on 30, 17 and 12m. QSL via MJ0ASP and LoTW. [TNX DX World]

DU - DZ1P is the special call 4F1EAA, 4F1OZ, 4F2KWT, 4F3XX, DU1COP and VE7DP will be using from the Polillo Islands (OC-091) on 11-13 March. QSL via 4F1OZ or VE7DP. [TNX islandchaser.com]

FM - Maurizio, IW1GGN will be active as either TO1N or FM/IW1GGN from Martinique (NA-107) on 12-18 March. He plans to operate holiday style mainly on 20 metres. [TNX The Golist]

FP - Al, W6HGF will be active as FP/W6HGF from Miquelon (NA-032) between 14 and 21 March. He plans to operate RTTY only on or around 1830, 3590, 7050, 10130, 14090, 18092, 21075, 24910 and 28090 kHz. QSL via home call, direct or bureau, and LoTW. Further information can be found at www.qsl.net/w6hgf/ [TNX NG3K]

GI - Celebrating St Patrick's Day, a couple of special call signs - GB1SPD and GB2SPD - will be used from Northern Ireland on 17 March. QSL via operator's instructions. [TNX Southgate ARC]

JA - Take, JI3DST has postponed his trip to Kuchino-shima (AS-049) [425DXN 1033] owing to the major earthquake that stroke Japan on 11 March. [TNX JR3TVH]

KP4 - Celebrating his 20 years in amateur radio, Jose, KP4JRS will be active as K4J on 14-29 March. He will operate mostly RTTY and PSK31. An electronic certificate can be obtained at http://k4j.kp4jrs.com [TNX Southgate ARC]

PJ2 - Dirk, DO7DP will be active as PJ2/DO7DP from Curacao (SA-099) on 15-30 March. During the first week he will operate during his night hours only. Main activity will be on 10/20 and 40 metres
PSK31, RTTY and SSB. QSL via the bureau, eQSL and LoTW.

S2 - Zorro, JH1AJT and other five operators will be active from Bangladesh on 15-29 March. They plan to operate, possibly as S21YX or S21YZ, with 2-3 stations on 160-6 metres SSB, CW and RTTY. [TNX The Daily DX]

TJ - Henry, TJ3AY has been issued special callsign TJ3FC to be used until 30 March to commemorate the 41st anniversary of the Organisation internationale de la Francophonie. QSL via F5LGE.

V5 - Special event callsign V521NAM will be in use on 19-21 March to celebrate the 21st anniversary of the independence of the Republic of Namibia and the 21st birthday of the Namibian Amateur Radio League (NARL). All amateurs in Namibia are allowed to use the special event callsign for the duration of the event, and all operators are required to send in their logs so the NARL QSL Bureau can send out special QSL cards to all worked stations. [TNX Southgate ARC]

VK9C - Tim, NL8F will be active as VK9CF from Cocos (Keeling) Island (OC-003) on 19-29 March, CQ WPX SSB Contest included. He will operate SSB on 80-10 metres, and possibly 160m. QSL via K8NA. [TNX DX World]

Z2 - Rudi, DK7PE will be active as Z22CW from Harare, Zimbabwe on 20-26 March. He will operate mainly CW using wire antennas. QSL via DK7PE.

===================================================================
CALL        MANAGER     CALL        MANAGER     CALL        MANAGER
===================================================================
3B8FQ       K5XK        FM4LV       W3HNK       PJ2/N5HZ    N5HZ
3G1F        EA5KB       FM5CD       F5VU        PJ2/W5FKX   W5FKX
3G5L        CE3PHI      FT5YK/p     F5PFP       PJ2/W5XU    W5XU

QSL ZL8X --- > "We got our first boxes with QSL cards from the printer. We already started to send the first QSL cards. DX clubs with a special QSL service for their members (GDXF, SDXF and DDXG) were the first who got them. Followed by another 1000 letters last week we continue working on the over 4000 direct request which came through OQRS". All QSOs were uploaded to LoTW the very same day the cards were received from the printer. The latest information from the ZL8X team (10 March) can be found at www.kermadec.de

===================================================================
CALL        MANAGER     CALL        MANAGER     CALL        MANAGER
==================================================================
EB7DX  David Lianez Fernandez, P.O. Box 163, 21080 Huelva, Spain
F5RAV  Luc Thibaudat, 15 rue de Moiscourt, 27140 Gisors, France
I8NHJ  Massimo Mucci, C/O FURSOL Informatica srl, Via Pianese 10, 86100 Campobasso CB, Italy
MOURX  Tim Beaumont, P.O. Box 17, Kenilworth, Warwickshire CV8 1SF, United Kingdom
N0TG  Randy Rowe, 3017 Coventry Lane, Waxahachie TX 75165, USA
PT2OP  Orlando Perez Filho, SHIGS 706, Bloco L Casa 22, Brasilia - DF, 70350-762, Brazil
SP5DRH  Jacek Kubiak, Garncarska 10A m 2, 04-896 Warszawa, Poland
SP5EAQ  Jacek Marczewski, Podlesna 8, Jazgarzewsyczna, 05-501 Piaseczno 4, Poland
TI5AA  Eduardo Hernandez, Apartado 441-4013, Alajuela Atenas Atenas, 20501-4013, Costa Rica
VK4LDX  Craig Edwards, P.O. Box 487, Belgian Gardens QLD 4810, Australia
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